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Using	engineered	oil	droplets	to	map	compression	and	traction	forces		
in	a	developing	neuronal		circuit	

	
Summary.	This	project,	lying	at	the	interface	between	soft	matter	and	biology,	proposes	to	use	engineered	oil	
droplets	to	map	and	assess	the	role	of	mechanical	forces	in	the	development	of	a	neuronal	circuit.	Neuronal	
migration	 and	 axon	 growth	 are	 believed	 to	 be	 primarily	 guided	 by	 chemical	 signals.	 However,	 the	 role	 of	
mechanical	cues,	such	as	compression	and	traction	forces,	remains	poorly	understood.	To	tackle	this	question	
we	use	the	zebrafish	olfactory	circuit,	amenable	to	live	imaging	and	mechanical	manipulation.	To	map	forces	
in	a	real	time,	non	invasive	manner,	we	develop	a	biophysical	approach	based	on	the	injection	of	oil	droplets	
to	use	as	force	sensors.	The	PhD	student	will	 inject	and	image	naked	droplets	and	engineered	functionalized	
droplets	to	respectively	map	out	compression	and	tractions	forces	in	the	developing	neuronal	circuit.	

	
Scientific	background	and	preliminary	results.	Neuronal	circuits	assemble	through	a	series	of	developmental	
steps	 including	neuronal	migration	and	axon	growth,	which	are	believed	to	be	primarily	guided	by	chemical	
cues.	However,	neurons	are	surrounded	by	a	complex	and	dynamic	environment	exposing	them	to	a	variety	of	
mechanical	signals,	including	compression	(pushing)	or	traction	(pulling)	forces	exerted	by	neighboring	cells	or	
tissues.	 The	 role	 of	 mechanical	 forces	 in	 neuronal	 development	 remains	 largely	 unexplored	 in	 vivo1.	 To	
address	this	question,	we	develop	an	interdisciplinary	strategy	combining	live	imaging,	physical	approaches	
to	measure	 and	 perturb	 forces	 in	 vivo,	 and	molecular	 functional	 studies.	We	 use	 the	 zebrafish	 olfactory	
circuit	as	a	model:	its	superficial	location	makes	it	amenable	to	live	imaging	and	mechanical	perturbation,	and	
our	previous	work	suggests	an	important	role	for	mechanical	forces	in	olfactory	axon	elongation2.	We	showed	
that	two	types	of	movements	are	involved	in	the	construction	of	the	circuit,	which	assembles	during	olfactory	
placode	 (OP)	 morphogenesis	 (Fig.1A):	 neurons	 from	 the	 OP	 extremities	 actively	 migrate	 along	 the	 brain	
towards	the	placode	center	(active	convergence),	whereas	central	cell	bodies	are	passively	displaced	from	the	
brain	surface	while	extending	their	anchored	axons	(passive	lateral	movements/retrograde	axon	extension)2.			

	

	
Figure	1.	OP	morphogenesis	and	working	hypotheses.	 (A)	Neurons	from	OP	extremities	converge	towards	the	center	through	active	migration	(red),	
while	cell	bodies	of	central	cells	passively	move	away	from	the	brain	(blue).	As	they	move	laterally,	central	neurons	keep	contact	with	the	brain	surface	
through	long	cytoplasmic	protrusions,	thereby	elongating	of	their	axons	(blue,	retrograde	axon	extension).	(B)	Possible	sources	of	extrinsic	mechanical	
forces	driving	retrograde	axon	extension:	compression	exerted	by	actively	converging	cells	from	placode	extremities	or	traction	exerted	by	the	adjacent	
eye	morphogenetic	movements.	Grey	=	placode.	s=somites.			

	
The	passive	nature	of	the	lateral	movements	suggests	that	axon	extension	is	driven	by	extrinsic	forces	exerted	
on	the	central	OP	cell	bodies,	pushing	or	pulling	them	away	from	their	anchored	axon	tip.	To	decipher	the	role	
of	mechanical	forces,	it	is	essential	to	map	the	forces	exerted	on	OP	neurons	in	space	and	time,	in	wild	type	
and	perturbed	conditions.	Our	cell	movements/imaging	data2	are	compatible	with	two,	non	exclusive	possible	
sources	 of	 extrinsic	 forces	 driving	 axon	 extension	 (our	 two	 working	 hypotheses,	 Fig.1B):	 either	
anteroposterior	 (AP)	 compression	 from	actively	 converging	OP	 cells	 squeezes	 central	 cell	 bodies	 away	 from	
their	axon	tip	(compression	hypothesis,	Fig.1B)	or	ML	traction	exerted	by	the	morphogenetic	movements	in	
the	underlying	eye	tissue	pulls	cell	bodies	away	from	the	brain	(traction	hypothesis,	Fig.1B).	To	map	forces	in	
a	real	 time,	non	 invasive	manner,	we	develop	a	biophysical	approach	based	on	the	injection	of	oil	droplets	
than	can	deform	upon	applied	cellular	forces,	in	collaboration	with	L.-L.	Pontani,	a	specialist	in	the	physics	
of	biomimetic	emulsions3,4	(Laboratoire	Jean	Perrin).	Proofs	of	concept	for	the	feasibility	of	droplet	injection	
in	 live	 tissues	has	already	been	published5,	but	 to	our	knowledge	this	would	be	 the	 first	 application	of	 this	
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Figure	1.	Résultats	antérieurs	et	hypothèses	de	travail	
(A)	Schéma	de	la	morphogenèse	des	placodes	olfactives	du	poisson	zèbre,	qui	a	lieu	entre	les	stades	12	somites	(12s,	domaine	placodal	allongé)	et	24s	
(placode	sphérique).	Par	imagerie	in	vivo	nous	avons	analysé	le	mouvement	des	neurones	et	la	formation	des	axones	pendant	la	morphogenèse	de	la	
placode	olfactive.	Nous	avons	aussi	étudié	la	fonction	des	composants	du	cytosquelette	(actomyosine,	microtubules).	Ces	données	identifient	deux	types	
de	 mouvements:	 les	 neurones	 extérieurs	 convergent	 vers	 le	 centre	 de	 la	 placode	 par	 migration	 active	 (rouge),	 alors	 que	 les	 neurones	 centraux	
s'éloignent	passivement	du	cerveau	(bleu).	Ce	mouvement	latéral	des	corps	cellulaires	initie	l'extension	des	axones,	dont	l'extrémité	reste	accrochée	au	
cerveau.	Les	axones	se	 forment	donc	par	un	mécanisme	d'extension	rétrograde	passif	 (Breau	et	al.,	2017).	 (B)	Nos	deux	hypothèses	sur	 l'origine	des	
forces	mécaniques	de	compression	et/ou	de	traction	contrôlant	le	mouvement	latéral	des	neurones	centraux,	et	donc	l'extension	de	leurs	axones.		
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A5.(Originality(and(relevance(in(relation(to(the(state:of:the:art((
(
Our-project- relates- to- the-emerging- field-of- neuromechanics,-with- an- important-worldwide- competition.-
Groups- that- have- started- to-work-on- the-mechanics- of- nervous- system-development- include- the- labs-of-
Kristian- Franze14,- Kyle- Miller15,- Taher- Saif16,- Daniel- Suter17,- Sylvain- Gabriele18- and- and- Jeffrey- Urbach19.-
Most- of- these- groups-work-with- in# vitro- neuronal- cultures- and- investigate- the- rheology-of- neurons,- and-
how- intrinsic- forces- generated- by- the- growth- cone- drive- the-movement- of- the- axon- away- from- the- cell-
body-in-canonical-situations-of-axon-elongation.-Our(project(presents(several(original(aspects-as-compared-
with-competing-laboratories:-we-will-work-on-the-construction(of(a(neuronal(circuit-in#vivo,-in-a-vertebrate(
organism,-focusing-on-the-contribution-of-extrinsic(mechanical(forces-in-a-novel(mode(of(axon(extension.-
On-a-longer-term,-our-project-and-model-system-will-give-us-the-unprecedented-opportunity-to-explore-how-
developing-neurons,-in-their-native-environment,-integrate-mechanical-inputs-with-chemical-guidance-cues-
to-sculpt-functional-neuronal-networks.-In-addition,-the-project-proposes-to-analyse-the-mechanics(of(a(3D(
tissue,- with- innovative( approaches- including- soft( bead( force( sensors- and- optogenetic( control( of(
cell/tissue(movements,-which-represent-important-specificities(as-compared-with(other(projects(studying-
the-role-of(mechanics(in(the(morphogenesis(of(monolayered(2D(epithelia3.-
-
B.(Research(program(
-
B1.(Working(hypotheses(
-
My- previous- results- suggest- that- retrograde- axon- extension- is- a- passive- process- mediated- by- extrinsic-
forces-that-push-or-pull-the-cell-bodies-away-from-their-axon-extremities.-Based-on-these-results-and-on-the-
literature,- we- formulate( two,( non( exclusive,( hypotheses( about( the( possible( sources( of( forces( driving(
passive(retrograde(axon(extension(in-the-forming-circuit-(Figure-7).-
-
Compression(hypothesis.(Cells-from-the-OP-extremities-migrate-actively-towards-the-centre-of-the-tissue.-
This-active-convergence-could-exert-compression-on-the-cell-bodies-of-central-neurons-and-squeeze-them-
away- from- their- axon- tip,- thereby- contributing- to- the- retrograde- elongation- of- their- axons- (Figure- 7,-
orange).(
-
Traction(hypothesis.(Do-neighbouring-tissues-exert-mechanical-forces-on-OP-cells-that-participate-in-their-
lateral- movement?- The- adjacent- brain- or- overlying- skin- tissues- are- unlikely- to- influence- lateral- cell-
displacements- in- the-OP,- since-we-previously- found- that- their-movements-are-directed-anteriorly- (brain)-
and- local/diffusive- (skin)- (see-manuscript- in- the-Annexes).-A-good-candidate- tissue- to-exert- forces-on-OP-
neurons-is-the-developing-eye:-optic-vesicle-evagination-is-concomitant-with-OP-morphogenesis-and-occurs-
underneath-the-OP-through- lateral- tissue- flows20,21,- that-could-exert- traction- forces-on-overlying-placodal-
neurons,-thus-mediating-their-lateral-movements-and-retrograde-axon-extension-(Figure-7,-green).(

(

 ((

Figure(7.(Working(hypotheses.(
Possible# sources# of# mechanical# forces# driving# passive#
retrograde# axon# extension# in# the# olfactory# circuit:#
compression# exerted# by# actively# converging# cells# from#
placode#extremities#(orange)#or#traction#forces#exerted#by#
eye#evagination#movements#(green).##
!
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technique	to	map	and	dissect	 the	contribution	of	compression	and	traction	 forces	 in	an	 in	vivo	organism.	
We	have	been	collaborating	for	1	year	and	have	already	succeeded	in	injecting	and	imaging	naked	oil	droplets	
in	the	OP,	analyzed	their	deformation	and	obtained	a	preliminary	map	of	compressive	forces	at	16s	(Fig.2).	OP	
morphogenesis	is	not	affected	by	the	injection,	neither	by	the	presence	of	the	droplet.	
	

	
	
PhD	project	and	expected	results	
	
The	goal	of	the	PhD	project	is	to	use	oil	droplets	to	map	compression	and	traction	forces	in	the	OP	and	to	
identify	 the	sources	of	 these	 forces,	 i.e.	 the	cells	or	 tissues	that	exert	compression	and/or	 traction	on	OP	
neurons.	We	will	use	oil	droplets	that	can	be	deformed	only	by	compressive	forces	(naked	passive	droplets)	
and	 engineer	 new	 droplets	 that	 deform	 upon	 both	 compression	 and	 traction	 (adhesive	 droplets).	 We	 will	
inject	these	droplets	in	wild	type	(wt)	OPs	and	in	experimental	situations	where	the	potential	sources	of	forces	
(converging	placode	cells	or	eye	cells)	are	affected.	
	
Aim	1.	Use	naked	oil	droplets	to	map	compressive	forces.	Our	preliminary	map	of	compression	using	naked	
oil	 droplets	 in	 the	OP	 centre	 (Fig.2)	 suggests	 the	 presence	 of	 AP	 compressive	 forces	 in	 the	 developing	OP,	
which	 is	consistent	with	our	compression	hypothesis	 (Figs.1,2).	To	consolidate	these	results,	we	will	analyze	
more	embryos	in	the	wt	situation.	We	will	reuse	our	established	protocol:	 injection	of	10-20	µm	oil	droplets	
(bulk	 injection	 of	 soybean	 oil	 containing	 phospholipids,	 neutral	 surfactants	 and	 nile	 red)	 in	 the	 OP	 centre,	
confocal	 live	 imaging	and	analysis	of	 their	deformation	using	custom	scripts.	The	deformation	analysis	gives	
information	about	the	anisotropy	of	compression.	To	get	the	absolute	value	of	the	forces,	we	will	measure	the	
surface	tension	of	the	oil/water	interface	through	rising	drop	experiments	that	will	be	implemented	at	LJP.	To	
identify	which	cells	exert	compression	in	the	OP,	we	will	inject	similar	droplets	in	embryos	where	the	potential	
sources	of	extrinsic	forces	are	perturbed:	embryos	in	which	converging	placode	cells	have	been	killed	with	a	
biphoton	 laser,	and	 rx3	mutant	embryos6	which	 lack	eye	morphogenesis.	Both	conditions	are	established	 in	
the	Breau	 team.	The	effect	of	 these	perturbations	on	axon	extension	 is	 currently	being	analyzed	and	 is	not	
included	in	this	project,	which	focuses	on	force	distribution	in	wt	and	perturbed	situations.		
	
Aim	2.	Engineer	and	use	functionalized	droplets	to	map	traction	forces	in	the	placode.	In	order	to	measure	
pulling	(and	not	only	pushing)	forces,	the	droplets	have	to	adhere	to	the	surrounding	cells.	Indeed,	if	the	cells	
around	 the	 droplets	 are	 under	 extension,	 those	 pulling	 forces	 will	 be	 transmitted	 through	 the	 cell/droplet	
adhesions	and	measured	through	droplet	deformation.	We	will	thus	functionalize	the	droplets	with	adhesion	
proteins	 such	 as	 cadherins	 or	 with	 antibodies	 against	 cadherins.	 In	 previous	 studies	 we	 successfully	
functionalized	 droplets	 with	 the	 extracellular	 domains	 of	 E-cadherin4.	 However,	 our	 attempts	 to	 inject	
emulsions,	i.e.	dispersed	droplets,	 in	the	zebrafish	OP	were	unsuccessful	so	far,	forcing	us	to	inject	the	oil	 in	
bulk	 instead,	 similarly	 to	 other	 groups7.	 In	 order	 to	 combine	 the	 bulk	 injection	 method	 with	 droplet	
functionalization,	 we	will	 develop	 new	 oil	 formulations.	 For	 instance,	 we	will	 use	 the	 destabilization	 of	 an	
inverted	emulsion	to	our	advantage.	The	first	step	will	consist	in	making	an	inverted	emulsion	(water	droplets	
in	oil):	the	aqueous	phase	will	contain	the	binders	that	will	be	grafted	onto	lipids	dissolved	in	the	oil	(Fig.	3A).	
When	a	droplet	made	out	of	 this	 inverted	emulsion	 is	 formed,	 the	 inner	water	droplets	 then	 fuse	with	 the	
outer	surface	of	 the	oil	droplet	 (Fig.3A,	middle	panel).	Upon	 fusion,	 the	molecules	 that	decorated	the	 inner	
water	droplets	will	redistribute	over	the	surface	of	the	oil	droplet	and	make	it	adhere	to	the	cells	(Fig.	3A,	right	
panel).	We	already	obtained	promising	preliminary	results	showing	fluorescence	redistribution	on	the	surface	
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Figure	1.	Résultats	antérieurs	 (A)	Schéma	de	 la	morphogenèse	des	placodes	olfactives	du	poisson	zèbre,	qui	a	 lieu	entre	 les	stades	12	somites	 (12s,	
domaine	placodal	allongé)	et	24s	(placode	sphérique).	Par	imagerie	in	vivo	nous	avons	analysé	le	mouvement	des	neurones	et	la	formation	des	axones	
pendant	la	morphogenèse	de	la	placode	olfactive.	Nous	avons	aussi	étudié	la	fonction	des	composants	du	cytosquelette	(actomyosine,	microtubules).	
Ces	données	identifient	deux	types	de	mouvements:	les	neurones	extérieurs	convergent	vers	le	centre	de	la	placode	par	migration	active	(rouge),	alors	
que	 les	neurones	 centraux	 s'éloignent	passivement	du	 cerveau	 (bleu).	 Ce	mouvement	 latéral	 des	 corps	 cellulaires	 initie	 l'extension	des	axones,	 dont	
l'extrémité	reste	accrochée	au	cerveau.	Les	axones	se	forment	donc	par	un	mécanisme	d'extension	rétrograde	passif	(Breau	et	al.,	2017).	
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Droplet	eccentricity	A	 B	 Figure	2.	Preliminary	compression	map	in	the	OP.	(A)	10-20	µm	
red	 fluorescent	 oil	 droplets	 were	 injected	 in	 the	 OP	 centre	 of	
ngn1:gfp	embryos,	in	which	OP	neurons	express	cytoplasmic	GFP.	
Confocal	live	imaging	of	the	droplets	was	performed	between	14s	
and	 18s.	 (B)	 Their	 deformation	 was	 quantified	 using	 surface	
segmentation,	 ellipsoid	 fitting	 and	 eccentricity	 calculation.	Most	
of	 the	 droplets	 (n	 =	 6/7)	 showed	 ML-oriented	 eccentricity,	
suggesting	 the	 presence	 of	 AP	 compression	 forces,	 which	 is	
compatible	 with	 our	 compression	 hypothesis	 (Fig.1B).	 Control	
experiments	were	conducted,	including	injection	of	the	droplets	in	
water	 and	 in	 agarose,	 and	 in	 the	 pre-somitic	mesoderm,	 where	
ML	 compression	 forces	 have	 been	 previously	 mapped7	 (we	
reproduced	the	results,	not	shown).	Exp	=	experiment.	
	



(Fig.3B).	 We	 will	 quantify	 the	 amount	 of	 protein	 on	 droplets	 surface	 over	 time	 by	 immunostaining	 and	
confocal	microscopy.	We	will	 also	 test	 the	 functionality	of	 cadherins	with	aggregation	assays	performed	on	
droplets	 formed	with	 this	 technique3.	 Once	 fully	 characterized,	 these	 droplets	 will	 be	 injected	 in	 zebrafish	
embryos	and	analyzed	as	previously	described.	

	

Aim	 3.	 Engineer	 and	 use	 functionalized	 droplets	 to	map	 traction	 forces	 at	 the	 placode/eye	 interface.	 In	
addition	to	mapping	of	compression	and	traction	in	the	OP	we	want	to	analyze	the	traction	forces	exerted	at	
the	interface	between	by	the	OP	and	the	eye	(Fig.1B).	We	found	that	OP	lateral	movements	are	perturbed	in	
the	rx3	eyeless	mutant,	suggesting	the	eye	exerts	ML	traction	forces	on	OP	neurons	(P.Monnot,	unpublished).	
The	interface	between	the	OP	and	the	eye	is	enriched	in	extracellular	matrix	(ECM,	P.Monnot,	unpublished),	
including	collagen8.	We	hypothesize	that	this	ECM	transmits	the	traction	forces	from	the	eye	to	OP	cell	bodies.	
To	 try	 and	 measure	 these	 forces	 we	 will	 synthetize	 a	 new	 class	 of	 droplets	 that	 will	 be	 surrounded	 by	 a	
collagen	 shell,	 thus	 ensuring	 their	 interaction	 with	 the	 ECM.	 To	 do	 so	 we	 can	 stabilize	 the	 droplets	 with	
phosphatidic	 acid	 lipids	 that	 are	 negatively	 charged	 at	 a	 pH	where	 collagen	 is	 still	 positive,	 thus	 leading	 to	
electrostatic	 interactions.	Moreover,	we	will	add	immiscible	mixtures	of	 lipids	inside	the	droplets	in	order	to	
form	fluorescent	domains	on	their	surface9	(Fig.3C).	3D	confocal	imaging	of	such	droplets	will	thus	allow	us	to	
track	the	displacement	of	these	surface	domains	over	time,	in	order	to	distinguish	between	compression	and	
shear	 forces	exerted	at	 the	 interface	between	the	two	tissues.	The	surface	coverage	of	collagen	around	the	
droplets	 will	 first	 be	 characterized	 in	 vitro	 through	 fluorescent	 labelling	 and	 confocal	 imaging.	Mechanical	
assays	will	also	be	developed	at	LJP	to	characterize	the	effective	surface	tension	of	these	composite	objects.		
	
References.	 (1)	Gangatharan	G	et	al.,	Role	of	mechanical	cues	in	shaping	neuronal	morphology	and	connectivity	(2018)	Biol	Cell	(2)	Breau	MA	et	al.,	
Extrinsic	mechanical	 forces	mediate	retrograde	axon	extension	 in	a	developing	neuronal	circuit	 (2017)	Nat	Comm	(3)	Pontani	LL	et	al.,	Cis	and	Trans	
cooperativity	 of	 E-cadherin	mediates	 adhesion	 in	biomimetic	 lipid	droplets	 (2016)	Biophys.	 J.	 (4)	Pontani	 LL	 et	 al.,	 Biomimetic	 emulsions	 reveal	 the	
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Adequation	 to	 the	 call	 “Instituts	 et	 Initiatives”.	 The	 i-Bio	 PhD	 funding	 will	 serve	 to	 reinforce	 a	 recently	
established	 (1	 year	 ago)	 collaboration	 between	 two	 young	 PIs	 with	 complementary	 expertise	 (M.Breau,	
biologist	at	LBD,	and	L.Pontani,	physicist	at	LJP).	To	initiate	their	collaboration,	they	obtained	the	IBPS	Actions	
Incitatives	 funding	 (20	k€	 to	be	used	 in	2019/2020,	covering	 imaging	platform	costs	and	 the	setting-up	of	a	
tensiometer	to	measure	droplet	surface	tension),	and	funding	from	the	CNRS	MITI	(Défi	Nouveaux	Matériaux,	
22	k€	in	2020,	to	be	renewed	in	2021),	which	secures	running	costs	for	the	next	2	years.	However,	no	 team	
member	is	currently	fully	affiliated	to	this	collaborative	work.	It	is	thus	absolutely	essential	to	recruit	a	PhD	
student	to	make	significant	progress	in	this	innovative	and	interdisciplinary	project.	
	
Expected	applicant	background.	The	applicant	will	be	involved	at	all	stages	of	the	project,	from	the	design	and	
characterization	 of	 the	 biocompatible	 droplets	 at	 the	 LJP,	 to	 their	 injection	 in	 the	 live	 embryos	 at	 LBD	 and	
interpretation	 of	 the	 collected	 data.	 Due	 to	 the	 strong	 interdisciplinary	 aspect	 of	 the	 project	 he/she	 is	
expected	to	have	a	background	in	soft	matter	as	well	as	in	biophysics.	

Figure	 3.	Functionalized	 droplets.	A)	Functionalization	upon	double	emulsion	destabilization.	Cadherins	or	cadherin	antibodies	 (green	discs)	are	grafted	onto	
lipids	 (in	blue)	inside	 the	water	droplets	and	 relocate	to	the	surface	upon	droplet	fusion	with	 the	outer	surface.	B)	Fluorescence	imaging	of	a	double	emulsion	
droplet	injected	in	agarose.	After	1h	the	fluorescent	streptavidin	that	was	grafted	on	the	surface	of	the	inner	water	droplets	redistributes	to	the	outer	surface.	C)	
Core-shell	 structure	 of	 collagen-coated	 droplets.	 The	 positively	 charged	 surface	 of	 the	 droplets	 will	 attract	 negatively	 charged	 collagen	 at	 basic	 pH,	 while	
immiscible	lipids	form	fluorescent	patches	on	the	surface	for	imaging.	
 
	


